Probing the Role of the Heme Distal and Proximal Environment in Ligand Dynamics in the Signal Transducer Protein HemAT by Time-Resolved Step-Scan FTIR and Resonance Raman Spectroscopy.
HemAT is a heme-containing oxygen sensor protein that controls aerotaxis. Time-resolved step-scan FTIR studies were performed on the isolated sensor domain and full-length HemAT proteins as well as on the Y70F (B-helix), L92A (E-helix), T95A (E-helix), and Y133F (G-helix) mutants to elucidate the effect of the site-specific mutations on the ligand dynamics subsequent to CO photolysis. The mutations aimed to perturb H-bonding and electrostatic interactions near the heme Fe-bound gaseous ligand (CO) and the heme proximal environment. Rebinding of CO to the heme Fe is biphasic in the sensor domain and full-length HemAT as well as in the mutants, with the exception of the Y133F mutant protein. The monophasic rebinding of CO in Y133F suggests that in the absence of the H-bond between Y133 and the heme proximal H123 residue the ligand rebinding process is significantly affected. The role of the proximal environment is also probed by resonance Raman photodissociation experiments, in which the Fe-His mode of the photoproduct of sensor domain HemAT-CO is detected at a frequency higher than that of the deoxy form in the difference resonance Raman spectra. The role of the conformational changes of Y133 (G-helix) and the role of the distal L92 and T95 residues (E-helix) in regulating ligand dynamics in the heme pocket are discussed.